Abstract. Considering a perforated sandwich plate made from two elastic homogenous and isotropic layers, and having a square hole, reliability assessment of stress concentration limit state for which the stress should not exceed a given threshold is performed in this work. Assuming that the plate dimensions and the applied loading are deterministic, focus is done on the square hole centre position and edge length considered to be random variables. The means and the standard deviations of these variables are assumed to be known, but no information is so far available about their densities of probabilities. To assess reliability of the performance state, reliability analysis known methods are applied to a response surface representation of the stress concentration factor of the perforated plate which is obtained through quadratic polynomial regression of finite element results. A parametric study is performed regarding the influence of the distributions of probabilities chosen to model the hole dimensions uncertainties. It is shown that the probability of failure depends largely on the selected densities of probabilities.
Introduction
Reliability is associated to the ability of a system to accomplish some required functions, during a considered period of time [1] . Reliability concepts set safety of structures within the context where there is no perfect knowledge about the real data intervening in the problem but where statistics that describe their variations are available [2, 3] . For a given performance state of a structural system, it is then possible to take into account uncertainties that affect mechanical, geometrical and loading parameters. This is performed by modelling uncertainties propagation between the inputs consisting of the basic variables and the desired system outputs which define the considered performance states. Most of structures and engineering components have perforated holes of various geometries. It is well recognized that these cause locally high stresses and act hence as stress raisers. If the components are subjected to cyclic loading for which the material cannot relieve such high stresses, they could suffer a sudden fracture that happens more promptly in comparison with unnotched structures. The presence of perforated holes or notches can reduce dramatically the fatigue life of components in some circumstances [4, 5] . Many studies have dealt with the effect of holes of various shapes and dimensions on fatigue life of engineering components under cyclic loading [5, 6] . In the case of cut-outs and holes, edge bluntness and rotation were recognized to be significant design variables and a number of works have dealt with these effects on composite plates [7, 8] . In real structures, cut-outs and holes have features that are not intentional in their initial design. They constitute what it is called geometric tolerances. These can have non negligible influence on the considered limit states and act as additional stress raisers. In this work, First Order Reliability Method (FORM) and Second Order Reliability Method (SORM) are applied to a response surface representation of the stress concentration factor associated to the perforated plate subjected to traction loading. The response surface is derived through quadratic polynomial regression of finite element simulation results that are performed according to a full factorial design of experiment. The location of the centre of the square hole on the perforated composite plate and the hole edge length are assumed to be random variables. Their means and standard deviations are supposed here to be known while their densities of probabilities functions are unknown. A parametric study is performed by means of Comrel software regarding the influence of the distributions of probabilities chosen to model the hole characteristics uncertainties on reliability results. resulting from imperfections such as deep machining marks or other processing related defects. The existence of irregularities or discontinuities in a structure, such as holes, grooves, or notches increases the magnitude of stresses significantly in the immediate vicinity of the discontinuity [9] . Fatigue failure mostly originates from such places. Usually a stress concentration factor is defined to account for stress concentration effect. This factor is used to indicate the increase in the stress. Fatigue data for an unnotched specimen are related to a stress concentration factor t K equal to 1. The amount of stress around a notch is defined as
Stress concentration factor
where t K is the theoretical stress concentration factor and nom σ is the nominal stress. The presence of a notch reduces the allowable nominal stress amplitude at any fatigue life by a factor which could be very close to t K for some materials that are very sensitive to stress concentration. In practice, fatigue data for perforated and notched elements is variable. The variability that affects life of these components has various origins. In this work, only the part due to geometric tolerances is considered through a reliability based analysis. The hole of the perforated plate is assumed to be affected by geometric variations that change its ideal characteristics according to continuous random variables. This uncertainty is propagated and its effect quantified on the value of t K .
Reliability analysis
Structures are subject to inherent uncertainties due to geometric variations, stochastic material properties and applied loading. Reliability of structures represents the relevant tool which enables to calculate the probability of failure starting from the densities of probabilities of the random variables which are present in the problem, [10] . In some problems, the performance function (limit state) is not given explicitly. Coupling finite element software with a reliability code can then be used to perform reliability assessment of a given design state. But, this process is long and not all the time robust as it might fail to converge in the presence of strong nonlinearities. An alternative way of performing reliability analysis consists in approximating the implicit performance function. These methods yield a simplified explicit mathematical representation of the exact limit state. Its evaluation in terms of the random variables that are present as inputs of the process is then straightforward. This permits to avoid systematic calls for finite element computations that are usually needed within the context of the coupled approach in order to evaluate the performance function associated to a given set of parameters, [11] . Call for the finite element code is thus managed more efficiently in order to get maximum information without increasing excessively the computational cost. The explicit representation model is constructed by performing pertinent trial of points over the investigated domain of basic variables. The common approach uses the points that respond to a full factorial table built on a particular discrete set of factors [11] .
Several algorithms to find the most likely failure point ( β -point) are implemented. Additional computational options available in this software include Monte Carlo adaptive sampling and several importance sampling schemes. Comrel can deal with arbitrary dependence structures in the stochastic model. A full set of 44 stochastic models are available in the actual version Comrel V.7 and can be entered either in parameter form or in terms of the first two moments with additional parameters. New user defined models can also be added. In Comrel several failure criteria can be considered simultaneously. For the symbolic version of Comrel software used in this study, the state functions can be specified in normal mathematical notation. A number of built-in functions are pre-defined. These include all elementary, trigonometric, hyperbolic, logarithmic and special functions like the Gaussian distribution function and its inverse, Bessel and Gamma functions.
Results and discussion
A composite plate made from two homogenous and isotropic elastic layers is considered, figure 1 . The plate has a square hole for which the centre vertical position and edge length are subject to tolerance variations that are assumed to be random and distributed according to unknown densities of probabilities. It has length a 1 m = , width b 0.5 m = and thickness e 0.05 m = . Each layer of the plate has a thickness equal to e / 2 0.025 m = . The hole centre position is denoted x and its edge length y . The composite plate is assumed to be clamped at its left edge and subjected at its right edge to a traction force. The mechanical properties are given in table 1. The ideal profile of the hole is square with an edge equal to The aim is to quantify the stress intensity factor giving the maximum stress as it could be 01007-p.2 changed by the tolerances affecting the input parameters: actual characteristics of the square hole. To perform that, a finite element modelling of the composite plate is achieved. Then the maximum stresses are extracted from the results. These are used to derive a RSM model by quadratic polynomial regression. Convergence of the finite element method results was assessed by using the asymptotic convergence criterion. Table 3 gives the obtained results in terms of the stress concentration factor defined in equation (1) 
Let us assume that the limit state considered in design against for example fatigue loads is t 0 K 2.125 = . Then, the associated performance function writes Table 4 gives the results in terms of probability of failure associated to the performance state defined by equation (3) . One can notice that for low probabilities which are often the useful domain in practice, the probability of failure varies a lot when changing the densities of probabilities modelling the basic variables uncertainties. These variations start for t 0 K 1.45 ≥ . The contrast is found to be important as some variations can reach 100% of the stress concentration factor value. The results show also that Normal distributions of probabilities stop to give a significant probability of failure for t 0 K 1.70 ≥ while Lognormal and Gamma continue to give in this case probabilities that are different from 0. By comparing the probabilities of failure, given in table 4, as function of the three densities of probabilities, the Lognormal distributions give always the more conservative results. So, they can rather be used to model uncertainties in problems where the densities of probabilities are not known.
Conclusion
Reliability assessment of stress concentration limit state for a composite perforated plate with a square hole was performed in this work. The plate was modelled by using the finite element method and a response surface model that gives the stress concentration factor in terms of the centre position of the hole and its edge length was derived. The probability of failure associated to a given performance state for admissible stress concentration was computed by considering various densities of probabilities functions to model uncertainties. The obtained results have indicated that the chosen densities of probabilities to model uncertainties affecting geometric characteristics of the hole influence a lot the calculated probability of failure, mainly in the useful domain corresponding to low probabilities. The results have shown also that the Lognormal distribution of probability is the most conservative one among the three studied. So, when densities of probabilities are unknown, it is safer to use as default this distribution.
